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Brand Safety 
Manifesto

Trust is the fabric of enduring
and successful relationships. 
Without trust, we don’t excel.

Which is why at SpotX we put your 
trust above all else. When we say 
we’re committed to brand safety, 
this isn’t a shallow promise, it is a 
dedicated pursuit of excellence.

We do not accept that there is 
a place in our industry for fraud 
and veiled practice — we reject 

the notion that transparency 
should be considered a ‘value add’ 

or that fraud is just the cost of 
doing business. We are committed 
to communicating and operating 
openly, honestly — and with the 

ability for our trading partners to 
be successful at the forefront of all 

that we do.

For this reason, we are committed 
to providing an open and honest 
trading environment for media 
owners and advertisers alike. 

An infrastructure that is powered 
by technology, but fueled 

by integrity.

At SpotX, brand safety is our 
number one priority.
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IAB Tech Lab’s Anti-
Fraud Initiatives Are 
Now Live
In our last edition, we outlined the new and 
forthcoming programs from the IAB Tech 
Lab that can be used to mitigate bad actors 
and provide additional transparency into 
programmatic transactions. Those initiatives 
are moving fast, and we have some exciting 
updates to share:

App-ads.txt: Major DSPs including Google 
and The Trade Desk are beginning to push 
adoption of app-ads.txt, encouraging bidders 
to avoid unauthorized inventory across 
mobile in-app and CTV/OTT environments. 
This anti-fraud measure is poised to 
increase confidence (and budgets) among 
buyers, and we recommend that media 
owners implement an app-ads.txt file to 
ensure eligibility for all possible demand. 
Correct implementation is crucial to 
avoiding errors that may impact revenue or 
campaign effectiveness, so please contact 
your account team if you have questions. 
Additional information can be found via IAB 
and the SpotX blog.

Sellers.json & SupplyChain: Both of these 
programs were officially launched in July, 
providing buyers with enhanced tools for 
vetting the source of any given impression 
as well as every intermediary that touches 
the transaction. The Trade Desk recently 
became the first DSP to encourage adoption 
of these rules, and other DSPs are likely 
to follow. (Official documentation for 
both specs can be found here.)

In order to be eligible for all possible 
demand from TTD, media owners should 
visit SpotX’s sellers.json file. If you’re listed 
as a publisher, no action is needed at this 
time. But if you’re listed as an intermediary, 
compliance requires the following actions:
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https://digiday.com/marketing/soft-enforcement-dsps-beginning-enforce-app-ads-txt/
https://digiday.com/marketing/soft-enforcement-dsps-beginning-enforce-app-ads-txt/
https://adexchanger.com/mobile/heads-up-app-publishers-dsps-are-starting-to-require-app-ads-txt-files/
https://iabtechlab.com/ads-txt/
https://www.spotx.tv/resources/blog/product-pulse/what-is-app-ads-txt/
https://iabtechlab.com/sellers-json/
https://www.spotx.tv/resources/blog/product-pulse/how-does-sellers-json-work/
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Keeping It Clean

(1) Host a sellers.json file that lists all your 
 integrated supply partners. 

(2) Pass SupplyChain information to SpotX 
in your ad requests. Please reach out to  
your account team for more information 
on how to accomplish this.

We also recommend that marketers begin 
requesting this information as part of their 
campaign delivery reports. Additional fields 
should include: Ad Serving System (i.e. 
“spotx.tv”), Seller ID, Seller Name (based 
on the ad server’s sellers.json file), and 
Impressions.

Once you have this information, make 
sure you recognize the various sellers 
as trustworthy sources, especially when 
buying premium inventory. Investigate, 
and consider eliminating, any unnecessary 
or suspicious middlemen. These steps 
will ensure that campaigns are running as 
promised and without any value leakage. 
You can use SpotX’s disabled list to help 
with this process.

For the most current version of our 
disabled list or blacklist please 
email blacklist@spotx.tv

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Learn more about Sellers.json from 
our senior manager of brand safety
& inventory operations, Julie Dirks

mailto:blacklist%40spotx.tv?subject=
https://www.spotx.tv/resource/sellers-json/
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Brand Safety 
Manifesto

Trust is the fabric of enduring and 
successful relationships. 

Without trust, we don’t excel.

Which is why at SpotX we put your 
trust above all else. When we say 
we’re committed to brand safety, 
this isn’t a shallow promise, it is a 
dedicated pursuit of excellence.

We do not accept that there is a 
place in our industry for fraud and 

veiled practice — we reject the 
notion that transparency should 
be considered a ‘value add’ or 

that fraud is just the cost of doing 
business. We are committed to 
communicating and operating 

openly, honestly — and with the 
ability for our trading partners to 

be successful at the forefront of all 
that we do.

For this reason, we are committed 
to providing an open and honest 
trading environment for media 

owners and advertisers alike. An 
infrastructure that is powered by 

technology, but fueled by integrity.

At SpotX, brand safety is our 
number one priority.

Ask an Expert
SpotX has a team of dedicated brand safety 
experts who really know their stuff. In each 
issue we pick their brains to get answers on 
burning questions from the market – if you 
have a question that you’d like us to address, 
please email guardians@spotx.tv 

Q: How does SpotX define brand safety? 

We see inventory quality and brand safety as 
almost synonymous terms. It refers to how 
brand messaging is received in the eyes of 
the end user. The minimum requirement for 
“brand safe” inventory is the opportunity 
to be seen by a human, meaning all 
forms of invalid traffic—both general and 
sophisticated—are removed. From there, it’s 
all about transparency and the environment 
in which the brand message is received. 
Several factors figure into this including ad 
placement, page content, length of the ad 
unit, production quality, and more.

Q: Is brand safety a one-size-fits-all concept?

Yes and no. Every buy transacted digitally 
has the same basic expectations in regards 
to where media is being placed. This 
includes assurances that ads are eligible to 
be seen by human eyeballs, and not placed 
alongside graphic or illegal content, as well 
as a supply chain that is fully transparent. 
Beyond that, it’s very brand-specific in 
regards to how each buyer defines safety. 
As an example, it probably doesn’t make 
sense for a beer brand to be targeting 
pregnancy sites. Even though there is a 
high probability of reaching users who are 
over 21 years old, it’s not an audience that is 
likely to buy those products.

Q: What advice do you have for buyers, 
given that brand safety measures can vary 
significantly campaign by campaign?

With the assumption that everything 
is transparent and accurate in the media
buying process (i.e. free of masking), one of 
the simplest ways to control where brand 
messaging is placed is to create and 
maintain a list of pre-approved supply partners. 
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mailto:guardians%40spotx.tv%20?subject=
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These “whitelists” ensure that brand messaging 
is only placed on websites and apps that the 
buyer deems trustworthy. While this does 
require some level of human review and 
maintenance, it also drastically reduces the 
risk of brand messaging appearing in places 
you might not be comfortable with. 

In addition to whitelisting, we also 
advocate for the utilization of blacklists—
an index of do-not-buy sources. The web 
is so unpredictable that a combination of 
proactive, protective measures is a wisely 
adopted best-practice in order to reduce 
the chances of messaging being placed
alongside unsafe content.

For the most current version of our 
blacklist please email blacklist@spotx.tv

Have a question that you’d like the 
SpotX brand safety team to address 

in our next issue?

Email  guardians@spotx.tv

Ask an Expert

mailto:blacklist%40spotx.tv?subject=
mailto: guardians@spotx.tv
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Tackling Fraud on CTV
Since 2014, DoubleVerify and SpotX 
have collaborated on industry-leading 
solutions to protect video advertisers.
Our latest efforts to bolster buyer clarity 
and confidence address a rapidly growing 
opportunity for the industry: the booming 
consumer interest in connected TV (CTV). 
We strive to help media owners understand 
how buyers see their inventory, offering the 
necessary intelligence to address technical 
issues unique to the CTV environment. 
 
Eager to combine the measurability of 
digital video with the cinematic appeal of
the living room screen, brands are paying 
top dollar to reach consumers via CTV.  With 
such an attractive audience  proposition, 
it’s not surprising that bad actors are in 
hot pursuit. In fact, DoubleVerify identified 
and shielded SpotX from a 120% increase in 
fraudulent CTV and mobile apps over just 
the past twelve months. 
 
For nearly two years, DoubleVerify and 
SpotX have worked diligently to identify and 
root out fraud on CTV wherever it surfaces. 
By sharing data and feedback, our teams 
ensure the highest-quality inventory for 
marketers, supported by a leading verification 
tool that combats fraud across all screens.
 
During this time, DoubleVerify has 
dedicated resources and technology to 
combating fraud on this channel, including:
 
• Special task force of fraud analysts, 

mathematicians, and data scientists 
specializing in CTV inventory and the 
app ecosystem

• Dedicated hardware lab with advanced 
capabilities for reverse-engineering 
emergent threats

• Machine learning algorithms that use 
VAST image tags for rapid detection
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Vendor Spotlight
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DoubleVerify’s Fraud Lab is hyper-focused 
on identifying new fraudulent activity on 
CTV. Below are just a few examples that have 
led to the introduction of new safeguards.

DoubleVerify 
identified and 
shielded SpotX 
from a 120% 
increase in 
fraudulent CTV 
and mobile apps 
over just the past 
twelve months.

Fraudulent Apps - Jan 2019 

A large number of low-quality apps 
recorded a huge spike in traffic over 
a short period of time. DV found that 
this traffic originated from a small 
group of IPs and spoofed user agents 
that were masquerading as users with 
CTV devices in their homes. They 
appeared to be consuming almost 
non-existent content for multiple 
hours per day.  

Falsified User/Device Data - Jan 2019 

DV identified spoofed ad calls on 
multiple CTV channels. These ad calls 
were designed to appear as if they 
originated from real CTV devices, as 
part of real channels. In fact the calls 
were entirely fabricated.  

Nonstop Ads - March 2019 

DV recently found a group of 
fraudulent apps playing ads back-to-
back for hours instead of presenting 
the users with content. These apps 
also abused SSAI in order to spoof 
the IP and user agents.  

SSAI Abuse - Oct 2018 

Falsified SSAI servers created millions 
of ad requests per day, abusing 
thousands of residential IP addresses 
spoofed to make impressions seem 
real. The fraudulent impressions 
appeared to originate from hundreds 
of spoofed apps.  



Why no one wins in the discount game
It’s not uncommon for media owners to field offers from buyers looking for difficult to 
achieve or unreasonable demands. This could include a drastically reduced rate in exchange 
for inventory, or scale against a hyper-specific audience—like left-handed female sports 
enthusiasts intending to purchase an electric car in the North Platte DMA. In both cases, 
media owners face a difficult challenge: turn down the media spend, or accept the buy and 
cobble together an alternative fulfillment strategy.
 
There are responsible ways to execute on both of these fronts: through the purchase of 
quality referral audiences, or the introduction of new ad units. But these tactics also come 
with costs. Paid traffic sources run the risk of non-human impressions. Loading the page 
with additional ads can impede the user-experience, frustrating audience engagement and 
turning away loyal viewers.
 
But most importantly, this broader undercutting of market prices—through 
sometimes dubious means—contributes in large part to the ad fraud and trust crisis the 
industry faces today. Once a few folks find creative ways to capitalize on the opportunity, 
the entire playing field has shifted. Even if one seller denies a request, the buyer maintains 
their price and waits for someone else to accept.
 
In this situation, everyone loses. Legitimate media owners miss out on ad revenues they 
deserve for producing content enjoyed by actual humans, and approved buys reach fewer 
quality audiences (either due to fraud or viewability).

Here’s an example of how to think about it:

The SpotX Guardian
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As you can see, premium rates typically 
ensure your message is seen by more eyeballs. 
While the digital industry still has work to 
do on viewability, the 90%-range achieved 
by quality inventory providers already rivals 
linear TV, which in reality never reaches 
100% viewability. People often leave the TV 
on while taking a bathroom break or running 
an errand; some skip commercials altogether 
using a DVR. 
 
This discount conversation is particularly 
relevant to the programmatic TV market. 
With a scarcity of premium OTT inventory 
today, fraudulently low CPMs can drastically 
limit the available supply. Again, there are 
credible concerns over viewability, since 
digital impressions on these screens are 
counted by ads served. But the marginally 
higher $40 CPM is in fact a great value 
when considering that living room screens 
possess a built-in amplifier effect, as two 
or more people are often watching 
TV together. 
 
We encourage media owners to resist the 
temptations of low-bidding aggressors and 
stand by the true value of their audiences. 
As buyers recognize the risks of short-term 
discount plays, budgets will increasingly 
shift toward premium supply partners, with 
the added knowledge that paying a little 
more upfront in higher CPMs is well worth 
the boost to campaign performance 
and effectiveness.
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In our last issue, we talked about 
some of the present risks in CTV/OTT. 
Premium inventory here is scarce, leading 
to stiff competition and high prices. 
At the same time, the environment is hard 
to validate from a verification perspective, 
creating a perfect storm of bad actors 
trying to siphon ad dollars away from 
legitimate media owners. 

One of several variables that make
verification in these environments tricky is 
the presence of server-side ad insertion. 
SSAI is used by some of the biggest media 
owners in the world to personalize brand 
messaging across different households. 
To the end user, the experience is as
seamless as traditional broadcast TV; but 
behind the scenes, SSAI partners use data 
to stitch together and deliver programmatic 
ads in real-time.

The relevancy of these ads is a boon
to consumers. When you sit down this 
weekend to watch your favorite NFL team 
on your preferred streaming service, 
you’ll receive different ads than your next-
door neighbor, which hopefully makes for a 
more compelling viewing experience 
for everyone. But in the wrong hands, SSAI 
can also be used as a mechanism to deceive 
programmatic systems.

This is why we continue to stress that 
buyers exert caution when placing their 
CTV/OTT buys. Simply avoiding long-tail 
apps (and middlemen) that you’ve never 
heard of helps drastically in protecting 
against this fraudulent activity.

Here’s a quick overview of how this happens. 
In most non-SSAI environments, the ad 
serving system has direct access to the 
device itself, meaning values such as IP 
address, user-agent and site/app can be 
pulled directly from the client.
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When SSAI is in play, however, it creates a new layer between the ad serving system and the 
device itself. The SSAI partner becomes tasked with forwarding along all relevant information 
about the device to the ad serving system. 

For the most part, there is nothing to worry about here. Most SSAI transactions are trustworthy 
and transparent. But when working with long-tail apps, be sure to investigate whether they 
use an SSAI partner, and if they do, scrutinize the data chain for any discrepancies. The SSAI 
layer can be used to manipulate an impression into appearing much more valuable than 
it actually is, by swapping out values and then forwarding that false information to the ad 
serving system. 
 
At SpotX, we conduct a series of checks at both the media owner and SSAI level to protect 
buyers from this behavior. Only direct and trusted CTV media owners are onboarded to 
the SpotX platform. Any long-tail app with an SSAI vendor is thoroughly investigated to 
understand how they’re firing beacons and what fields are included in their header data. 
These measures continue to ensure that all critical information can be provided on any given 
impression opportunity.  
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Become Brand Safety Certified
Interested in becoming brand safety certified? Take our newly revamped course designed
specifically for ad tech professionals at www.spotx.tv/university/#brand-safety.

Keep It Clean: A Course on Brand Safety
Having the proper brand safety strategy in place helps ensure that your brand’s ads appear 
in relevant and appropriate environments. In this course, we’ll pull back the curtain on how 
fraudsters operate to ensure you are running on trusted and transparent inventory.

Class 1:   An Introduction to Brand Safety Concerns

Class 2:  Brand Safety in Connected TV Environments

Class 3:   Industry Initiatives Combating Fraud

Class 4:   A Deeper Look Into SpotX’s Brand Safety Efforts

Class 5:   Putting it Into Practice

Look out for future issues of The SpotX Guardian in your inbox and in the meantime please 
feel free to reach out to us with comments, questions, or suggestions at guardians@spotx.tv

Works cited:
IAB IAB Tech Lab, app-ads.txt and Sellers.json
Digiday, DSPs are beginning to enforce app-ads.txt

http://www.spotx.tv/university/#brand-safety
mailto:guardians%40spotx.tv?subject=
https://digiday.com/marketing/soft-enforcement-dsps-beginning-enforce-app-ads-txt/
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